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Overview

★ For loops (vs while loops, nested)
★ Arrays
★ Using for loops to iterate over arrays
★ Hot date & Check-in
★ Arrays & environment diagrams example
★ Function writing: testing, use/edge cases 



What are for         ? 

- Another way to repeat code!! (in this case for a predetermined amount of time) 
- The general form has 3 parts:

for (  <variable initialization> ; <boolean test> ; <variable modification>) {

<repeat block>

}
True? 

False?



But how is this different than other loops? 

They’re THE SAME as while loops with TWO very important differences:

1. The i++ step in the for loop is written at the TOP of the loop but evaluated 
at the END of the repeat block 

2. The variable i is declared and scoped inside of the for loop statement and 
is not able to be accessed after the statement completes 



For loop    ex: While loop    ex: 



Different iterations

Counting UP:

Repeats ___ Times4 Counting DOWN: 

Repeats ___ Times2

Multiplicative:

Repeats ___ Times 6 Division:

Repeats ___ Times 3



Nested loops: 

i = 0 i = 1 i = 2

FORfor

j = 0

j = 1

j = 0

j = 1

j = 0

j = 1



What are arrays??

An array is a variable with a name that holds many values addressed by an 

index number 

C: number[]

Index: 0 1 2 3 4    5    6    7

number

number

number
number

number
number

string
booleanX X

1. Each item in an array is called an element 
2. An element is a single value addressed by its index 

3. All elements in an array are of the same type 



How do we declare and initialize a new array? 

Let cereal: string[] = [“froot loops”, “cheerios”, “lucky charms”]; 

cereal: string[]

Index: 0   1       2



How do we access elements? How do we add to arrays?

cereal

0       1 2

cereal[0] = “froot loops”

cereal[1] = “cheerios”

cereal[2] = “lucky charms” 

cereal.length => 3

cereal[cereal.length] = “cinnamon toast crunch”;

3

Again!
cereal.length => 4

cereal[cereal.length] = “captain crunch” 

4



Array Cheat Sheet 

Array Cheat Sheet 



Let’s put the two together!

For loopsArrays



Why are they useful together?

For Loops:
● Automatic use of a counter 

variable (let i = 0; …
● Specified amount of times to run 

... i < ______ ; i++)

Arrays:
● Has a specific number of 

elements (array.length)
● Has ordered index values (0, 1, 2, 

…. length - 1)

0 1 2 3 4



The Old Days



Now we can do this!



Work directly with the index values!

Population OR Access!



Mystery Functions!



Solutions

● Mystery 1:  Range
● Mystery 2:  3 Strikes in Row



Hot date and check-in!

Go to course.care and check-in using:

5B248
Talk to your neighbor about your favorite place 
in the world



Arrays & Environment Diagrams 

● Arrays live on the Heap bc they are reference types
● Use arrows from the stack to reference arrays 



Example



Add main



Declare/Initialize a & b



Swap function call



Execute swap



Fill in RVs

What would print(a) print from the main frame?
What would print(a) print from the swap frame?



Code Writing 101

● Writing cases helps us test functions
● Use case: usual parameters 
● Edge case: unusual parameters
● Look out for keywords

○ “Take in”, “return”, “if”



Code Writing Practice!

Write a function called reverse that takes in a string array 
and returns a string array with the strings in reverse order.

Use case: reverse([“all”, “for”, “one]) => [“one”, “for”, “all”]

Edge case: reverse([ ]) => [ ]



Solution
If your function looks a bit different, it might still be 
right-- there are many different ways to write this 
function! Call a TA over to help check it!


